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Court media
Justice need’s a Court media !
People have a right, a need to see, hear all parts of
Justice. How it works. A Court is not to be used for
propaganda, entertainment, public relations or as
Media Circus. There is no video taping of trial. Discreet Security cameras are used. Covering face is not
allowed. MS R3
There is no media video taping of trial. Allowing media cameras at trial
turns the trial into entertainment. When facing cameras Judge, Magistrate, Prosecutor, Defense (Barrister, Lawyer), accused and witnesses
behave different than they would if their were no cameras. People will
not act and behave natural. Under mining the reading of body language, facial expression, tone of voice, usage of language. People also
would dress different to create an unnatural image. Undermining the
integrity of court proceedings turning them into theater. Unjust! Not
acceptable.

Before Trial
Media reporting before Trial is limited to name of Accused, which
Court, date of Trial. Any other reporting (charges, witness names,
court officials, opinions, comments..) is contempt of Court: ‘MS R3’

During Trial
There is a Media ban on reporting during trial. Media breaking ban is
in contempt of court: 'MS R3'

After Trial conclusion
Media gives a 'Detail Trial Report' after trial conclusion: Who was
accused (picture, address, employer, parents)? What where the charges? Court officials. verdict, reasoning and rehabilitation, compensation
if any. Media should give an opinion and comment.
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Note ! Judge (Magistrate) cannot (ever) suppress detailed reporting
by Media for any reason (national security, privacy, corrupt Law..).

Appeal
Once an appeal has been lodged. Media reporting before Trial, during
Trial and after Trial rules apply.

Freedom of Detail Trial reporting is sacred !
Suppressing order means protecting the 'Guilty'. Protecting them is a
threat to the Community. The community have a right to know a 'Guilty’s (picture, address, employer, parents)', a victim (s) details. The appeal result and reasoning ('Detail Trial Report'). Any denial (Judge
Suppression order after Appeal) of this activity get’s MS R7'
Note! The community have a right to know a ‘Guilty’s details. It helps
the community protect itself from evil, crime.. The community have a
right to know a ‘victim (s)’ details. This enables a community to give
maximum assistance.
Any Judge, Magistrate issuing a Suppression order after Trial, Appeal
is removed from the Judiciary. Their Professional credentials are canceled, is prosecuted 'MS R7'.
Note! Any guilty protected by a suppression order committing a crime
(s). Any Judge, Magistrate that issued this Suppression order is guilty
by association (being a threat to the community). Their professional
credentials are canceled, is prosecuted 'MS R7'.
Any victim protected by a suppression order. Not getting the help
needed. Any Judge, Magistrate that issued this suppression order is
guilty of dereliction of duty to a member of the community. Their Professional credentials are canceled, is prosecuted 'MS R7'.

Justice a community need!
Justice a community duty!
Justice a community right!
For the Glory of 1 God and the Good of Humankind
All Media information freeway is a community information provider, by the Universe Custodian Guardians.
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